[Oscillatory processes in microlymphatic bed of human skin].
Laser Doppler flowmetry with wavelet-analysis of oscillations in microlymphocirculation was used for the first time at 30 persons with (n = 17) and without edema (n = 13) of the upper extremities distal parts. Human skin microlymphatic flow is characterized by well-defined predomination of pacemaker phasic oscillations in frequency range from 0.021 Hz to 0.042 Hz (palmar surface of finger distal phalange) or from 0.016 Hz to 0.035 Hz (forearm skin). Edema was accompanied by increase of average peak frequencies and normalized maximum amplitudes of phasic oscillations (A(l)/M(l), where A(l)--average maximum amplitude of phasic oscillations, M(l)--value of average lymphatic flow, both in perfusion units). Myogenic, endothelial and respiratory low amplitude oscillations were registered rarely. Heart rate rhythms were not revealed in lymphatic flow. Intercommunications were not found between values of A(l)/M(l) and skin temperature. Only in physiologic conditions without edema negative correlation was revealed between values of A(l)/M(l) and amplitudes of myogenic oscillations in blood flow; the latter reflect the number of open capillaries and the activity of oxidative metabolism. Intercommunications were not found between lymphatic and blood flow oscillations in edema availability. Normalized amplitudes and frequencies of phasic oscillations may serve as effective diagnostic indices in micro-lymphocirculation study.